


Is your hip painful, stiff, or tender? Is it slowing you down and making it difficult to walk or other 
activities you enjoy? Are you having difficulty sleeping because of the pain? Our hips are important for 
our posture and mobility, so when they are hurting it can really have a big impact on our function. Here 
are some tips to help you with the pain. 

     The first thing you should do is avoid the activities that cause the pain. This will give the hip 
some time to heal and reduce the inflammation. Continuing to do the activities that cause the pain will 
further aggravate the tissues and may cause more damage. For runners or those who enjoy other form 
of high impact exercise this might even mean giving up such activities for a week and then start back up 
at a reduced pace and see how it goes.  

     If your hip pain is new, applying ice will be very helpful at decreasing your pain. Applying an ice 
pack to the area can reduce inflammation and help your hip feel better. If hip pain is very intense, you 
may want to try using ice four or five times a day for 10 to 15 minutes at a time. An ice pack can be 
anything from a plastic baggie filled with ice to a bag of frozen vegetables (peas are great). Wrap a towel 
around the ice pack to avoid irritating your skin.  

     Elevation is a great tool to decrease pain and swelling. It’s easier to elevate your ankle or knee 
than your hip, but it’s still possible. Try reclining with your feet up to get the benefits in your hip. 

If your pain is arthritic hip pain it will best alleviated with heat. Try taking a hot shower or bath, 
this can soothe your joint and decrease pain. Heat will also help relax the muscles making the hips 
looser so it easier to move around. 

Stretching and exercising can also help, if you’re not experiencing too much pain when you do 
them. Here are some helpful stretches to do after walking: 

• To stretch the side of your hip, stand with your right side facing a wall. Put your right 
hand against the wall and slightly bend your right elbow. Then pick up your left foot and 
cross it over your right foot. As you keep your right leg straight and your left leg slightly 
bent, slowly move your right hip toward the wall and hold the stretch without bouncing. 
You should feel the stretch in your right outer hip and thigh. 

• To repeat the stretch on the opposite side, turn so that your left side is facing the wall. 
Cross your right foot over the left and lean in toward the wall with your left hip, being 
sure to keep your left leg straight and your right leg slightly bent. 

• To stretch the front of the hip, kneel on a mat and bring your right knee up so the 
bottom of your foot is on the floor and extend your left leg out behind you so the top of 
your foot is on the floor. Shift your weight forward until you feel a stretch in the front of 
your hip. Hold for 15 seconds, then repeat for your other side. 

Exercise increases the range of motion in your joint and strengthens the muscles around your 
hip, but the type of exercise you choose is very important when you have hip pain. To protect your hip 
joint these exercises are the preferred choices: 

• Walking in a shallow pool 
• Walking on a flat surface, whether it’s outside or on a treadmill 
• Swimming (being sure to kick gently) 
• Taking a bike ride or riding a stationary bike 



• Doing yoga 

Strengthening the hip is also beneficial to make sure you have good support and stability. Doing 
the bridge exercise in the morning gets your muscles working, activated, and engaged and will help 
support you the rest of the day. Lie on your back with your legs bent and your feet flat on the floor, hip-
width apart. Press down through your ankles and raise your buttocks off the floor while you tighten your 
abdominal muscles. Keep your knees aligned with your ankles and aim for a straight line from knees to 
shoulders, being sure not to arch your back; hold this position for three to five seconds and then slowly 
lower your buttocks back to the floor. Start with one set of 10 and build up to two or three sets. 

The following are some activities you should avoid when experiencing hip pain: 

• Running 
• Jumping 
• Doing squats with heavy weights  

When you get back to your old activity level, how do you know if you’re working too hard? Any 
sharp or shooting pain is not a good sign. Also, when hip pain comes during exercise or another activity 
and lingers for hours or days later, don’t keep going. It’s normal to have some muscle soreness a day 
after exercising, but the soreness should go away as you move throughout the day. 

When hip pain interferes with your daily life, it’s good to know that there are things you can do 
to get relief at home. If these home remedies don't seem to be helping after a week’s time, you may 
benefit from seeking professional help from a physical therapist. 


